
MAUSER BOLT HANDLE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

PART# MBH1800
FiTs: All Mauser Rifles

IS-MBH1800-062707

MAKE SURE YOUR FIREARM IS UNLOADED BEFORE STARTING!
MAUSER BOLT HANDLE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Thank you for purchasing one of Advanced Technology Int.’s Bolt Handles!  
 Please fill out the enclosed Unconditional Lifetime Warranty card and mail it within 30 days of purchase.

(Fig 1)

(Fig 2)

A “Wide-Arc” bolt measures greater than 
1.25” from the surface of the stock to the 
top of the bent bolt.

Advanced 
Technology Int.’s Bolt

Standard Bent Bolt
(No Conversion Necessary)

Straight Bolt
(Must Convert to use a scope)

1.25”+
“Wide Arc” Bolt

(Must Convert to use a scope)

1.  Remove the entire bolt from the rifle. Place the bolt in a vise leaving the bolt  
 handle extending out.
2.  Refer to Figure 1, use a hack saw to cut the existing handle at the dotted line.  
 This point is where the round of the handle meets the square portion. NOTE: Cut  
 off the handle as square as possible.
3.  Refer to Figure 2, use a metal file to clean up any burrs and file a small radius  
 around the end of the remaining bolt handle.
4.  Place the new bolt handle at the end of the remaining bolt handle stub and  
 check for fit. Refer to Figure 2, lightly file all 4 sides slightly more than 1/8” down  
 from the top and file a small radius on the outside corners. Again check for fit.  
 Repeat the above process until the new bolt handle fits on the remaining stub.  
 NOTE: You want a tight fit to eliminate any movement to the new handle when  
 installed. 
5.  With the new bolt handle fitted on the remaining stub, use a center punch to  
 mark the dead center of this spot.
6.  Use the supplied drill bit (#5 - .205) and drill a hole 1/2” deep. Thread this  
 hole with the tap supplied (1/4-20). 
7.  Place the new bolt handle back on the stub and use the 1/2-20 x 3/8”  stainless  
 steel screw supplied. Tighten securely. NOTE: To prevent this screw from loosening  
 use LOC-TITE® or similar adhesive on the threads.

OTHER PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES FROM ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, Int.
Create a weatherproof, durable hunting rifle with stocks & accessories that are easy to install at 
affordable prices. Manufacturer’s Unconditional Lifetime Warranty.  Virtually indestructible stocks. 
Made of Matte Black, Glass-Filled Nylon.

TRANSFORM YOUR RIFLE
with Products from Advanced Technology, Int.

$69 99
      

        MSRP

SKS Fiberforce Stock
#SKS 3000

$59 99
     

        MSRP

SKS Fixed/Folding 
Ultralight Stock

#SKS 0200

SKS Monte  
Carlo Stock
#SKS 0300 $59 99

 
            MSRP

Mosin Nagant  
Monte Carlo Stock

#MOI 0300
$69 99
          

   MSRP

$79 99
            

  MSRP

Mauser 98 Stock 
with Built-in Scope Mount

#MSS 1500

Enfield 
Monte Carlo Stock No4, Mk1

#ENF 0041
$69 99
          

   MSRP

Also available
Enfield Monte Carlo 
Stock No1, Mk3
#ENF 0013 

Advanced Technology, Int. • Made in USA • Lifetime Warranty • No Gunsmithing
www.ATIgunstocks.com • 2733 West Carmen Avenue • Milwaukee, WI 53209 • 800-925-2522 • FAX 414-464-3112


